»We as first tier supplier for aircraft assembly technology are requested to provide technically mature and reliable solutions. The use of Siemens components enables us to provide state-of-the-art technology in combination with a worldwide established service net to ensure an efficient production.«
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**PULSE MOTION LINE**

**Siemens Package:**
SIMATIC S7-300, SIMATIC Panel IPC677D, SIMATIC WinCC 7.0, SIMOTION

**Application:**
Manuel and automated assembly of aircraft fuselage panels integrated in pulsed production line

**Highlights:**
- Parallel processing of robotic and manual operations
- Multiple panels in serial production operated at the same time. All panels pulsed simultaneously – push principle
- Space saving – less floor space required
- High flexibility – supporting different panel types and lengths
- Improved transparency – production progress according to position of the panel
- Less work-in-progress – no buffers required
- High scalability due to flexible line configuration regarding work contents

---

**STAXX COMPACT 1700**

**Siemens Package:**
SINUMERIK 840D sl, SIMATIC S7-300 PLC, OP12, HMI-PRO (TRANSLINE), VNCK

**Application:**
High production rate fiberplacement application for automotive parts (b-pillar reinforcements, backwall, hood, roof, ...) as well as aerospace parts (clips, brackets, patches, ...)

**Highlights:**
- Robust 16 lane fiber placement machine
- High lay-up rates > 30 kg
- Minimized scrap
- Enhanced part quality due to controlled fiber orientation
- Short cycle times
- Suitable for backing film and non-backing film materials
- Main time parallel and automated loading and unloading of parts
- Operator friendly HMI